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A theory of charge transport in semiconductors showing built-in polarization !polar" is developed in
the presence of basal stacking faults. The theory is based on quantum tunneling in conjunction with
the semiclassical description of diffusive charge transport. It is shown that the presence of basal
stacking faults leads to anisotropy in carrier transport. The theory is applied to carrier transport in
gallium nitride films consisting of a large number basal stacking faults, and the result is compared
with experimental data. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3543846$

The III-V nitride semiconductors and related compounds
have attracted immense attention for optoelectronic
devices1,2 covering a wide range of the electromagnetic spec-
trum as well as high-speed, high temperature electronic de-
vices. For c-plane grown nitrides, built-in polarization field,
although advantageous for two-dimensional !2D" electron
gas formation in transistors,3 reduces the overlap of electron-
hole wave function, reducing the oscillator strength for ra-
diative transitions. Moreover, c-plane based enhancement
mode transistors suffer from low threshold voltages4 !Vth
%1 V" impeding their applications in safe circuit operation.
A potential way to eliminate these effects is to grow nitrides
in nonpolar directions. However, heteroepitaxial, nonpolar,
and semipolar nitrides films grown on lattice mismatched
substrates contain nSF%1–10!105 /cm basal stacking faults
!BSFs" parallel to the #0001$ direction.5,6 Directionally de-
pendent transport measurements in highly faulted nonpolar
nitride films show strong mobility anisotropy for both elec-
tron and hole transport, with mobility parallel to the #0001$
direction significantly lower relative to the in-plane #112̄0$
mobility.7–9 This anisotropy has been associated with scatter-
ing from BSFs qualitatively, although no quantitative model
exists. In this letter, we develop a theory of carrier scattering
phenomena from BSFs and a quantitative estimate of the
transport anisotropy is presented with comparison to experi-
mental data.

Stacking faults !SF" are 2D structural defects associated
with heteroepitaxial growth on lattice-mismatched sub-
strates. Most prevalent SFs in wurtzite !WZ" nitrides is of the
I1-type requiring lowest energy of formation.10 Scattering-
contrast transmission microscope imaging revealed5 that
the SFs in GaN are primarily of the I1-type which corre-
sponds to a stacking sequence of !0001" basal plane
¯ABABABCBCBC¯. A BSF can be thought as a thin
zincblende !ZB" layer !up to three monolayers thick" per-
fectly inserted in the WZ matrix without broken bonds as
shown in Fig. 1!a". The built-in polarization difference be-
tween ZB and WZ structures will result in bound sheet
charges "#$ at each interface of the BSF layer. Conse-
quently, the band edge will bend near the BSF. Figure 1!b"
shows a typical conduction band diagram around a BSF for a
n-doped GaN film along with the charges that are formed in
the direction perpendicular to the BSF plane. The bending of

conduction band edge inside the BSF is due the electric field
resulting from the polarization bound charge, whereas, bands
bend outside the BSF due to the accumulation and depletion
of mobile charges. We approximate the accumulation charge
as a sheet charge of density ns at the centroid !t" of the
charge distribution, i.e., %$!x"=ens&!x!x0", where x0=d+ t, d
being the width of a BSF and e is the electron charge. If xd is
the width of the depletion region, charge neutrality requires
ns=xdNd, where Nd is the donor density. Energy conservation
across the BSF leads to the relation
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where, 's is the permittivity of the semiconductor. In the
limit xd( !t ,d", the depletion length is xd()#$d /Nd. The
depletion width xd increases with decreasing donor density
and there exists a critical donor density Nd

cr for which, xd
becomes equal to the distance between two SFs. As a result
the whole channel is depleted, and conduction ceases along
the x direction. The critical donor density above which onset
of conduction along x direction occurs is given by Nd

cr

)#$dnSF
2 . For a typical fault density nSF=105 /cm and d

=0.8 nm for GaN,11 the critical doping density is Nd
cr

=1016 /cm3. In the rest of the paper, we will work in the
regime where Nd(Nd

cr.
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FIG. 1. !a" Structure of BSFs, !b" charges across the BSF, !c" schematic
diagram of electric field, !d" conduction band diagram including band offset,
and !e" delta function model of barrier and QW.
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In addition to the polarization charges at interfaces, the
conduction band offset !*Ec" between ZB and WZ structures
leads to a quantum well !QW" in the fault region as shown in
Fig. 1!b". For an applied bias, electrons tunnel through the
barrier !in the depletion region" and QW !in the fault region"
and then diffuse in the space between two consecutive SFs.
To model the transmission coefficient of tunneling, we ap-
proximate the barrier and the QW as two delta functions !as
shown in Fig. 1!e" of strengths S1=eV$xd and S2= !*Ec
+eV$"d; where V$=#$d /2's. The energy dependent coeffi-
cient of transmission through a single delta function potential
is an analytically solvable problem.12 If Ttr,1!'" and Ttr,2!'"
are the transmission coefficient from the barrier and the QW,
respectively, then the total coefficient of transmission across
the BSF is given by Ttr!'"=Ttr,1!'"Ttr,2!'"

Ttr!'" = * 1
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where, ' is the energy of the incoming electron and m! is the
effective mass at the band edge. In SF-free structures, the
elemental current component along the x direction for an
electron with velocity vk is given by jx

k=evk
x&fk; where &fk is

the modification of equilibrium Fermi–Dirac distribution
caused by an applied electric field Fappl. In the presence of
SFs, a part #given by Eq. !2"$ of these carriers is transmitted
through the barrier and the QW leading to an effective el-
emental current density jk

eff=Ttr!'"jk
x. Then, the total current

density in the presence of SFs is given by

Jx = 2e, d3k

!2$"3Ttr!'"vk
x&fk, !3"

where, vk
x is the x component of electron group velocity in

the state -r ,k. and the factor 2 takes spin degeneracy
into account. For a small applied electric field along the
x direction, under the relaxation time approximation, &fk
/!!#f0 /#'",!k"vk

xFappl, where, f0 is the equilibrium Fermi–
Dirac distribution function and ,!k" is the momentum relax-
ation time due to scattering from impurities, phonons, etc.
present in the material. Integrating Eq. !3" over all k-space
and defining conductivity by the relation Jx=#!n ,T"Fappl,
one obtains the carrier concentration !n" and temperature !T"
dependent conductivity in the presence of BSFs. The expres-
sion for conductivity across the BSF is then given by

#xx!T,n" =
3ne2

8$
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where T is the equilibrium temperature and kB is Boltzmann
constant. Since the BSF does not break the periodic symme-
try in the y and z directions, inserting Ttr!'"=1 for all ener-
gies, a similar expression can be obtained for conductivity
!#yy" along the y direction. For hole transport, *Ec should be
replaced by valence band offset !*Ev" in the strength of delta
function potential S2, and a hole effective mass should be
used instead of the electron effective mass.

Equation !4" is the central finding of this work as it
allows us to calculate experimentally measurable quantities
such as conductivity and mobility in the presence of BSFs.
As an application of the formalism constructed above we

investigate charge transport in p-type m-plane !11̄00" GaN in
the presence of BSFs, and compare the results with previous
reported experimental data. Inclusions of different scattering
mechanisms are necessary to evaluate the energy dependent
momentum relaxation time ,!'" appearing in Eq. !4". Due to
the high activation energy of acceptors #Mg for p-type GaN
has activation energy %174 meV !Ref. 7"$, a large fraction
of the dopants remain neutral even at room temperature, act-
ing as neutral impurity scatterers to hole transport. Account-
ing for the zero-order phase shift,13 the momentum relax-
ation time of neutral impurity scattering is ,NI

!1=20N+a0 /m!;
where N is the density of neutral impurities and a0
=4$'s+

2 /m!e2 is the effective Bohr radius. Momentum re-
laxation time due to ionized impurity scattering !,imp" is cal-
culated following the method of Brooks–Herring.14 For
electron-optical phonon momentum-relaxation time !,ph",
only phonon absorption has been considered due to the high
optical phonon energy !Eop=0.092 eV(kBT" of GaN. The
resultant momentum-relaxation time is calculated using
Mathiessen’s rule; i.e., ,!'"!1=,NI

!1+,imp
!1 +,ph

!1. For numerical
calculations, we assume the valence band offset *Ev
=0.06 eV.10 The hole effective mass of GaN is not well
known and a wide range mh

!=0.4–2.4m0 !m0 is the rest mass
of a bare electron" is found in existing literature.2 In this
work, we have assumed mh

!%1.8m0. Neutral impurity den-
sity is chosen to be N=24! p, where p is free hole concen-
tration in GaN. This choice is not ad hoc; measurements7

show that the neutral impurity density N=NA! p/20–25
! p for a wide range of acceptor densities NA. This high
density of neutral impurities makes neutral impurity scatter-
ing dominant over other scattering mechanisms at room tem-
perature.

Figure 2!a" shows the calculated !solid lines" variation of
#xx !along the c-axis" and #yy !parallel to a axis" as a func-
tion of hole density at room temperature juxtaposed with
experimental7 data !filled circles". It is apparent from the
figure that the presence of BSF causes an appreciable reduc-
tion of #xx compared to #yy, resulting in anisotropic hole
transport. The corresponding hole mobility -ii=#ii / pe; i
=x ,y, is shown in Fig. 2!b". The anisotropy in hole mobility
increases with decreasing hole density. This stems out from
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FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" Hole conductivity as a function of hole density:
anisotropy is due to BSF. !b" Hole mobility as a function of hole density.
Solid lines are theoretical values and solid circles are experimental values
from Ref. 7.
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the fact that, in the limit p!0, the depletion width increases
!xd%NA

!1/2" and one approaches the critical acceptor density
limit NA

cr. As xd increases, the strength of the barrier S1 in-
creases, and Ttr!'"!0. This results in vanishing -xx !#xx; see
Fig. 2".

An important observation is that the anisotropy in hole
mobility decreases with increasing carrier concentration.
At higher carrier densities, transmission of carriers occupy-
ing higher energy states approaches unity !Ttr!'"!1" lead-
ing to -xx%-yy. The corresponding carrier density is
p0(1 /3$2!m!*Evd /+2"3!%1019 /cm3", above which BSF-
induced transport anisotropy vanishes in nonpolar GaN. At
high acceptor concentrations, the energy levels of impurity
atoms overlaps to form impurity bands. While conduction
through this impurity band is important at low temperatures,
at room temperature impurity band does not form an efficient
transport path15 and its exclusion from our model is quite
justified. Our work presented here can be improved in three
ways: !i" at low carrier densities xd is large; assumption of
the delta function barrier breaks down and one should solve
the Schrodinger equation numerically to obtain exact trans-
mission coefficient Ttr1!'", and !ii" at low doping levels
!when xd is large" or for high SF density, carriers are con-
fined in a quasi-two dimensional space rather than moving in
three dimensions. Hence, one should use a 2D analog of Eq.
!4" for an exact evaluation of -yy, and !iii" by incorporating
the contributions of quasilocalized11 electrons in the shallow
state of the thin QW located in the fault region.

High-quality !low defect densities" nonpolar GaN is
currently under development. It is apparent that with de-
creasing SF density, transport anisotropy will decrease and
eventually vanishes for BSF free nonpolar GaN films. The
theory presented here is not only applicable to GaN, but to
any semiconductor #including other members of the nitride
family such as InN and AlN !Ref. 6"$ having BSFs with
proper choice of material parameters. For example, the semi-
conductor zinc-oxide shows SFs similar to GaN with #$

=0.057 C /m2 and the band offsets16 are *Ec=0.147 eV and
*Ev=0.037 eV.

In summary, we have presented a transport theory in
semiconductors containing a large number of BSFs. The
theory is applied to understand the experimentally observed
transport anisotropy in m-plane GaN and a reasonable agree-
ment between theory and experiment is obtained. Two criti-
cal limits of carrier concentration are derived, one where
transport across a BSF ceases and another, where the pres-
ence of BSFs can be ignored in the context of charge trans-
port.
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